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It is shown that field emission of cations from adsorption 
layers of salts results from an ionic conductivity of the salt 
layers. 

In field desorption (FD) mass spectrometry of 
inorganic and organic salts a high emission of 
cations and clusterions is already observed at field 
strengths which are insufficient for the ionization of 
organic molecules ( < 1 0 7 V / c m ) 1 _ 5 . In addition it 
is found that the field strength for the onset of 
emission of cations fal ls with rising anode tempera-
ture. These phenomena were originally explained as 
due to surface reactions similar to those assumed 
for the thermal surface ionization of alkali halides 3 . 
More detailed investigations of the FD of L i J and 
(C2H5 )4NJ from non activated 10 /<m tungsten 
wires showed, however, that the desorption of the 
cations takes place via a mechanism based on an 
ionic conduction in the salt layers. 

This result stems from the observation that the 
energy deficit of the cations relative to the anode 
potential is always larger at the beginning of the 
desorption process than at the end when the reser-
voir of the substance on the surface of the emitter 
is exhausted. The reduction of the energy deficit 
corresponds to a decrease in the appearance poten-
tial of the cations. In most cases the energy shift is 
several volts, and is observable in single focusing 
magnetic mass spectrometers in the shifting and 
broadening of ion signals on the mass scale. Since 
these differences in the energy deficit can only be 
attributed to a variing potential drop across the 
adsorbate layer it follows that the ion emission does 
not take place from regions of the surface with low 
adsorbate coverages, as previously assumed, but 
from areas of high coverage. Electron micrographs 
show that the thickness of the adsorption layers can 
achieve several micrometers. 

For ion emission from thick salt layers the 
question of the mechanism of charge transport 
through the layers arises. In the case of the alkali 
halides, which are not electronic but typical ionic 
conductors6 , an ionic conduction mechanism by 
diffusion of lattice vacancies has to be assumed. 
However, such an ionic conduction mechanism must 
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also exist in the case of the ammonium salts and 
most organic and inorganic salts as well, since these 
show similar desorption behavior to the alkali 
halides. 

The phenomena observed during FD of salts can 
be explained by the thermally activated ionic con-
duction of the salt layers. At sufficiently high tem-
peratures the high electric field induces a charge 
separation in the adsorption layer which leads to a 
charging of the surface of the salt layer with cations. 
The negative charges are assumed to be transferred 
to the tungsten wire accompanied by chemical reac-
tions taking place at the phase boundary metal/salt. 
In the case of lithium jodide J2 or metal iodide may 
be formed. The conductivity of L i J , which is a 
cation conductor 6, is principally determined by the 
diffusion of Schottky-defects. The activation energy 
for the diffusion of these defects is only 0 .38 eV 7 . 
It is thus possible that a field-induced charging of 
the salt layer with Li+ ions takes place even at room 
temperature, and indeed a Li+ emission is observ-
able at this low temperature. 

However, the FD of salts does not depend only 
on the ionic conductivity but also on the work 
function of the cation, that is the energy necessary 
to transfer the cation from the solid to the gas 
phase. This work function depends on the charge 
state of the surface and on the crystal lattice energy 
of the salts. The latter may explain for example 
why the thermal activation for the desorption of 
(C2H5)4N+ ions from a (C2H5 )4NJ adsorption layer 
is lower than that for the removal of Li+ ions from 
LiJ . The typical bursts of emission observed during 
the FD of salts at low temperatures can be attributed 
to space charge effects i. e. to the desorption of a 
part of a surface layer on exceeding a critical charge 
density, since it is probable that the thermal acti-
vation of cations is not sufficient to overcome the 
work function under these conditions. 

An important aspect of the problem is the ener-
getics of the desorption of ions. Three contributions 
to the energetics of cation formation can be distin-
guished: 1. charge transport by ionic conduction, 
2. electron transition at the phase boundary salt/ 
metal, 3. desorption of the cation. The appearance 
potential (AP) of field ions depends on the ener-
getics of ion formation8 . However, in measuring 
such appearance potentials only those energy con-
tributions which produce a potential deficit between 
the emitter potential and that at the place of forma-
tion of the ions are included. The AP of Li+ ions 
desorbing at ca. 400 °C from a L i J adsorption layer 
on tungsten was found to be 8 . 0 + 0 . 5 eV, using a 
method given in Reference9 . An AP equal to the 
ionization potential (IP) of lithium is only to be 
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expected if the electron acceptor level of the Li+ 

ions at the point of desorption were in resonance 
with the Fermi-level of the metal emitter. However, 
this state cannot be achieved since the Li+ ion emis-
sion leads to additional potential drops at the phase 
boundary metal/salt and across the salt layer. These 
potential drops and therefore also the APs are 
temperature dependent and decrease with rising 
emitter temperatures. The measured APs were, how-
ever, always noticeably larger than the IP of 
lithium. 

In closing it may be pointed out that cation emis-
sion from ionic conductors represents a new phe-
nomenon in field emission. From the electrochemical 
point of view this is a single electrode system with a 
solid electrolyte. 
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